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PRESS RELEASE
TBN Asia Conference 2018 1-2 Aug, Grand Mecure Kemayoran, Jakarta
TBN Asia signs MOU with Indonesian government village empowerment initiative, Bum Desa
Indonesia (BDI)

Singapore, July 10, 2018: TBN Asia announced this year that they have officially signed an MOU with Bum
Desa, the Indonesian Village Empowerment Program and Platform. This initiative will be launched at the 2018
conference itself and this would extend an invitation to the rest of the world to participate with them in lifting
the poor in the villages out of poverty into the modern economy.
The TBN Asia conference targets 20 impact funds, 700 delegates and will feature 100 exhibition booths,
making it one of the biggest social impact symposiums in South-East Asia. TBN Asia will host World Café
formatted match-making sessions, workshops and introduce the “Open Spaces Concept” during this
conference. There will be 11 impact trips, hosted by travel social enterprise Actxplorer, being held around
Jakarta on 3 August as part of the experience of the conference.
TBN Asia’s third conference also sees a collaboration with AVPN (Asian Venture Philanthropy Network), ANDE
(Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs), and Thomas Reuters Foundation Trustlaw, and joins these
organizations member base early this year. Likewise, coming onboard as a key conference partner is Jakarta
RumahKU (JRK), a creative movement to increase the sense of belonging and awareness toward changes
happening in Jakarta city.
TBN Asia is also proud to host the TBN International family (TBN UK & TBN Kenya) at our conference. This will be
the first-ever gathering of all the representatives from across the globe, and their members will be discussing
ways to integrate the platforms through joint efforts, as well as the possibility of new branches in the AsiaPacific region.

For more information kindly contact Tiff Mak at +65 8751 9362 (SG) or email tiff@actxplorer.com
/tiff@rafflesair.com
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